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Match each work on the left with its author on the right. 

____ 1. “The Shed Chamber”  A. F. Scott Fitzgerald 

____ 2. “The Mouse”  B. Melville Davisson Post 

____ 3. “About Barbers”  C. Laura Richards 

____ 4. “The Doomdorf Mystery”  D. “Saki” (H. H. Munro) 

____ 5. “Bernice Bobs Her Hair”  E. Mark Twain 

Choose the letter that best answers each question below, and write it in the blank to the left: 

____ 6. In “About Barbers,” the general mood of the men sitting and waiting for their haircut is best described as ___. 
  (A)  bored    (B)  talkative    (C)  affable    (D)  quarrelsome 

____ 7. The only thing the incompetent barber doesn’t do while attending to the narrator is ___. 
  (A)  “hawk” and spit    (B)  leave shaving cream on too long    (C)  stick a finger in his mouth    (D)  cut his ear 

____ 8. The narrator accidentally discovers that one of the duties of the incompetent barber is to ___. 
  (A)  sweep up hair    (B)  clean the kerosene lamps    (C)  straighten the magazines    (D)  sharpen razors 

____ 9. In “The Shed Chamber,” we learn the narrator’s name only when Mrs. Bowles tells her husband that Nora ___. 
  (A)  foiled a robbery attempt    (B)  is a good cook    (C)  spanks her children    (D)  makes her feel safe 

____ 10. What phrase best describes Voler, the young man with the pest problem in “The Mouse”? 
  (A)  poor, but honest    (B)  a momma’s boy    (C)  strong and muscular    (D)  good-humored 

____ 11. The characters in “The Doomdorf Mystery” make it their concern to try to stop Doomdorf from ___. 
  (A)  marrying a girl in town    (B)  stealing food    (C)  selling liquor    (D)  building on his cabin 

____ 12. The theme of “The Doomdorf Mystery” can best be described as ___. 
  (A)  an evil man often harms himself (C)  kindness is often repaid by deeds done by others 
  (B)  strength wins over wickedness     (D)  a logical person most of the time outwits a foolish person 

_____ 13. In “The Copper Beeches,” Holmes tells Watson that crime is ___, and that logic is ___. 
  (A)  rare, common    (B)  interesting, uninteresting    (C)  despicable, praiseworthy    (D)  common, rare 

_____ 14. Probably ___ should have made Violet Hunter uneasy about the governess position in “Copper Beeches.” 
  (A)  the high salary    (B)  the Rucastles’ odd requests    (C)  the family members’ character    (D)  all of these 

____ 15. Which of the following is not one of Moriarty’s characteristics listed in “The Final Problem”? 
  (A)  great mental powers    (B)  of good birth    (C)  great physical strength    (D)  mathematical ability 

____ 16. When Holmes says in response to Moriarty: “…If I were assured of the former eventuality I would, in the 
  interests of the public, cheerfully accept the latter,” he means ___. 
  (A)  “I welcome my death if it means your destruction.” (C) “The police and I will catch you or kill you.” 
  (B)  “If you try to stop me, your gang will be arrested.” (D) “It’s dangerous to turn your back on me.” 

____ 17. Where do Watson and Holmes go to hide from Moriarty’s men? 
  (A)  Scotland Yard    (B)  Europe    (C)  the London underground    (D)  Brazil    (E)  a London Chick-fil-A® 

____ 18. Holmes does all of the following, which indicate that he believes he will be killed, except ___. 
  (A)  turn his property over to his brother Mycroft (C) wear a bullet-proof vest 
  (B)  allow Watson to leave before the final conflict (D) talk about ending his career 

____ 19. In “Bernice Bobs Her Hair,” both Bernice and Marjorie are flawed; Bernice is too ___, and Marjorie too ___. 
  (A)  aggressive, modest    (B)  flirty, pushy    (C)  bashful, blunt    (D)  timid, patient 

____ 20. The bobbing of the hair of both Bernice and Marjorie most likely represents their loss of an ideal ___. 
  (A)  love for others    (B)  femininity    (C)  husband    (D)  future 
 
__________________ BONUS (+5): In “The Final Problem,” as he closes his shutters, Holmes says that he fears ___. 
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Match each work on the left with its author on the right. 

C 1. “The Shed Chamber”  A. F. Scott Fitzgerald 

D 2. “The Mouse”  B. Melville Davisson Post 

E 3. “About Barbers”  C. Laura Richards 

B 4. “The Doomdorf Mystery”  D. “Saki” (H. H. Munro) 

A 5. “Bernice Bobs Her Hair”  E. Mark Twain 

  Choose the letter that best answers each question below, and write it in the blank to the left: 

A 6. In “About Barbers,” the general mood of the men sitting and waiting for their haircut is best described as ___. 
  (A)  bored    (B)  talkative    (C)  affable    (D)  quarrelsome 

D 7. The only thing the incompetent barber doesn’t do while attending to the narrator is ___. 
  (A)  “hawk” and spit    (B)  leave shaving cream on too long    (C)  stick a finger in his mouth    (D)  cut his ear 

B 8. The narrator accidentally discovers that one of the duties of the incompetent barber is to ___. 
  (A)  sweep up hair    (B)  clean the kerosene lamps    (C)  straighten the magazines    (D)  sharpen razors 

D 9. In “The Shed Chamber,” we learn the narrator’s name only when Mrs. Bowles tells her husband that Nora ___. 
  (A)  foiled a robbery attempt    (B)  is a good cook    (C)  spanks her children    (D)  makes her feel safe 

B 10. What phrase best describes Voler, the young man with the pest problem in “The Mouse”? 
  (A)  poor, but honest    (B)  a momma’s boy    (C)  strong and muscular    (D)  good-humored 

C 11. The characters in “The Doomdorf Mystery” make it their concern to try to stop Doomdorf from ___. 
  (A)  marrying a girl in town    (B)  stealing food    (C)  selling liquor    (D)  building on his cabin 

A 12. The theme of “The Doomdorf Mystery” can best be described as ___. 
  (A)  an evil man often harms himself (C)  kindness is often repaid by deeds done by others 
  (B)  strength wins over wickedness     (D)  a logical person most of the time outwits a foolish person 

D 13. In “The Copper Beeches,” Holmes tells Watson that crime is ___, and that logic is ___. 
  (A)  rare, common    (B)  interesting, uninteresting    (C)  despicable, praiseworthy    (D)  common, rare 

D 14. Probably ___ should have made Violet Hunter uneasy about the governess position in “Copper Beeches.” 
  (A)  the high salary    (B)  the Rucastles’ odd requests    (C)  the family members’ character    (D)  all of these 

C 15. Which of the following is not one of Moriarty’s characteristics listed in “The Final Problem”? 
  (A)  great mental powers    (B)  of good birth    (C)  great physical strength    (D)  mathematical ability 

A 16. When Holmes says in response to Moriarty: “…If I were assured of the former eventuality I would, in the 
  interests of the public, cheerfully accept the latter,” he means ___. 
  (A)  “I welcome my death if it means your destruction.” (C) “The police and I will catch you or kill you.” 
  (B)  “If you try to stop me, your gang will be arrested.” (D) “It’s dangerous to turn your back on me.” 

B 17. Where do Watson and Holmes go to hide from Moriarty’s men? 
  (A)  Scotland Yard    (B)  Europe    (C)  the London underground    (D)  Brazil    (E)  a London Chick-fil-A® 

C 18. Holmes does all of the following, which indicate that he believes he will be killed, except ___. 
  (A)  turn his property over to his brother Mycroft (C) wear a bullet-proof vest 
  (B)  allow Watson to leave before the final conflict (D) talk about ending his career 

C 19. In “Bernice Bobs Her Hair,” both Bernice and Marjorie are flawed; Bernice is too ___, and Marjorie too ___. 
  (A)  aggressive, modest    (B)  flirty, pushy    (C)  bashful, blunt    (D)  timid, patient 

B 20. The bobbing of the hair of both Bernice and Marjorie most likely represents their loss of an ideal ___. 
  (A)  love for others    (B)  femininity    (C)  husband    (D)  future 
 
AIR GUNS BONUS (+5): In “The Final Problem,” as he closes his shutters, Holmes says that he fears ___. 


